Lecture 17: polarizing topics, Q&A sites

backtracking: some other debate sites posted to website.

debate.org:
- www.debate.org/debats/Can-there-be-objective-morality-without-a-divine-legislator/
- comments on the conduct (not sure if commets are 'free floating')
- evaluation of conduct, convincingness,
  (click on vote) can see individuals' breakdowns.

But in terms of EK proposed, "last word" may not be relevant.

One remark on polarizing topics paper:
- political 'code words': dog whistle politics - could be interesting
  (wikipedia, rationalwiki.org, various sites that came up in the obvious google search)

About stack overflow:
- lot of connections between proposals.

Anderson, H. Attenlocher, Kleinberg, Leskovec 2012. [see Sante highlights]
- experts answer faster
- but answers keep coming even after an answer been accepted
- high-value q's get answered quickly

Community wiki:
- what do such answers look like?
- clarification / extra info.